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At NASD, our mission is clearer than ever:
to protect investors and bring integrity to the markets.
We’re the world’s leading private-sector provider of
financial regulatory services, and every securities firm
in the United States doing business with the public is
overseen by NASD. The investing public is the driving
force of the capital markets, and our staff of professional
regulators operates entirely in their interest. We are
governed by a Board of Governors comprised mostly
of public and non-industry representatives. This makes
us independent of the industry when it comes to
fulfilling our regulatory mission on behalf of investors.
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ROBERT R. GLAUBER
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer

Letter from the Chairman
NASD Works to ensure that when investors
put their hard-earned dollars to work in the
financial markets to pay for retirement, buy
a house or fund their children’s education,
they are participating in a system that’s fair
and trustworthy. And for us, 2003 was a
year of record-breaking accomplishments
toward that goal.
During 2003 NASD wrote important
new rules for the industry, launched an
innovative Investor Education Foundation,
expanded our Investor Forum education
series and issued Investor Alerts on a range
of issues important to investors at all levels.
We expanded the range of bond
transaction prices disclosed through TRACE,
our system to provide transparency to the
corporate bond market. And we launched
important investigations into mutual fund
industry sales practices. For example, we
initiated an extensive review of mutual fund
commission discounts – called breakpoints –
that we project will result in the repayment
of more than $86 million to investors who
were overcharged when they bought Class
A mutual fund shares. At the same time,
we further strengthened NASD’s own
corporate governance to assure that we
meet governance standards at least as
demanding as those imposed on listed,
public companies.

As the world’s largest private-sector
regulator of financial services, NASD
touches virtually every aspect of the
securities industry. By law, every securities
firm doing business with the American
public must register with NASD. Today,
about 5,400 brokerage firms and more
than 665,000 stockbrokers and registered
representatives fall under our jurisdiction.
We register securities firms, write rules to
govern their behavior, examine them for
compliance and, when necessary, bring
enforcement actions against those who
break those rules. We provide, through
NASD BrokerCheck, information on the
professional background and disciplinary
information about all registered firms
and their brokers in the securities industry.
We also operate the world’s largest
dispute resolution program, providing
a neutral venue for resolving differences
between investors and the industry, as
well as between industry participants.
In 2003, we brought enforcement actions,
suspended or barred brokers and dealers,
conducted examinations and handled
dispute resolution cases – all in record
numbers. We also enhanced our ability
to focus our resources on firms, individuals
and activities more likely than others
to harm investors.

Our work in 2003 included efforts to
ensure that a broker did not recommend
a stock that wasn’t suitable to a customer’s
needs, that a firm did not promote one
mutual fund over another in order to
reap hidden benefits, and that conflicts
that might taint research were exposed.
We also strived to ensure that investors
had all the information they needed to
make informed decisions when they
invested in stocks, bonds, mutual funds
or other financial services products.
While we accomplished a lot in 2003, we
know that ensuring market integrity is an
ongoing endeavor. This report highlights
a number of the accomplishments of 2003,
and in so doing showcases the work of
employees and people affiliated with NASD
who are dedicated to investor protection.
It also provides insight into the thinking
of our senior management team and Board
on how NASD should continue to evolve to
meet changing needs. In reading it, I hope
you gain a better understanding of NASD
and our commitment to protecting investors
and ensuring the integrity of the American
capital markets.
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CHARLES A. BOWSHER
Former Comptroller General
of the United States
SHARON P. SMITH
Fordham University Schools of Business
WILLIAM C. ALSOVER, JR.
Centennial Securities Company, Inc.

View from the Board
Charles A. Bowsher:

Sharon P. Smith:

William C. Alsover, Jr. :

I see NASD’s corporate structure as a model
of how self-regulation in the 21st Century
can and should work. Divesting itself of
NASDAQ and the American Stock Exchange
will put NASD in a strong position to carry
out its statutory mandate – to oversee and
regulate the securities industry – without
fear or favor. Moreover, having structured
its Board of Governors so that most of its
members are not affiliated with the industry
allows NASD to say with confidence that
it is an organization informed, but not
directed or controlled, by the people and
firms it oversees. It is a model for other
self-regulatory organizations.

In light of the many regrettable events –
I am hesitant to use the word “aftermath”
yet – that have stained the financial services
industry in recent years, restoring investor
confidence in the markets has to be Job
One for all of us. If people think the game
is rigged, they are going to stop playing.
That is why tough, effective regulation
and enforcement are critically important.
Investors need to know that they are not
alone, that someone with the power to
make and enforce rules, and punish those
who break them, is there, watching out for
them. Erasing investors’ skepticism about
the integrity of the markets is going to take
a lot of hard work. And NASD genuinely
wants to help.

Many people’s first experience with
investing is with a small, local firm.
These, with 150 or fewer sales
representatives, comprise 92 percent
of NASD’s membership. People begin
investing with a small firm because they
feel more at ease and more comfortable
there. Our customers are engineers, teachers
and farmers – not professional stock-pickers.
They are looking for guidance and advice.
So, service and attention to the individual
customer is vital. A very small number of
firms, of all sizes, stepped over the ethical
boundary and violated the public trust.
The brokerage community will need to
continue to heal itself and make it right
for our customers. NASD has done a
good job of fostering this process. They
adhere to a rational, methodical process
rather than writing rules based on the
headlines. So, when they come to us
with recommendations, they bring a
rational, well-reasoned perspective.
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Truth, when not sought after,
rarely comes to light.
— OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES

EXAMINATIONS
Protecting investors requires constant
vigilance, and NASD is continually
improving and strengthening our
examinations efforts – through more
efficient business processes, the power
of new technologies and systems, and
the skill, experience and instincts of our
roughly 600 examiners in the field.

Cause examinations can focus on a
questionable firm or broker. Any number
of things can trigger a cause exam – a
customer complaint, a regulatory tip,
private litigation, referral from the SEC or
another regulator, or a notice that a key
individual at a firm has been terminated
for cause.

We regularly examine all registered firms
to determine compliance with federal
securities laws and NASD rules. These
regular examinations encourage firms
to undertake initiatives that strengthen
their own culture of compliance.

Our examinations efforts rely heavily on
the latest and most sophisticated
technology. Our National Examination

Our basic examination tool is the routine
examination, and in 2003 we conducted
more than 2,600 of them. These
examinations are scheduled at three levels
based on risk analyses: Level 1 examinations
occur annually for all firms meeting criteria
indicating a heightened risk of harm to
investors and market integrity; Level 2
examinations for lower-risk, generally
full-service firms occur every two years;
Level 3 exams occur every four years
and cover mostly small firms with
good compliance records.
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Program and Financial Surveillance
Systems continually monitor various vital
signs within a firm – such as net capital –
that tell us whether the firm is healthy
or may require heightened scrutiny or
immediate on-site examination.
In 2003, NASD received widespread
recognition for our work on the mutual
fund breakpoints issue. This work actually
began in 2001 with a routine examination
of a small brokerage firm by our
Philadelphia District Office staff. When we
discovered that this firm had not given the
required breakpoint discounts to investors,
our examiners began to wonder if this
was an isolated incident at one firm or if

it reflected a much broader problem
throughout the industry. As a result,
NASD convened a task force with the
SEC and the New York Stock Exchange
that examined the performance of 43
firms in providing breakpoint discounts.
The task force reported in March 2003
that thousands of investors had not
received the discounts they were owed
when they bought mutual funds. Armed
with this information, we took action: we
directed about 450 securities firms to notify
customers that they may be eligible for
compensation owing to the firms’ failure
to provide breakpoint discounts. We
ordered about 175 of those firms to
comprehensively review their mutual fund
sales since the start of 2001 to see if there
had been other missed opportunities to
offer discounts. We also undertook a
national advertising campaign to alert
investors to this issue, and we continue
to work with the industry to correct the
problem. So far, restitution to investors
has topped $33 million and we expect
it will exceed $86 million.
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MUTUAL FUND BREAKPOINTS are discounts on up-front sales fees or front-end loads regularly offered for
larger mutual fund investments, usually starting at $50,000, but sometimes as low as $25,000. Investors like
Susan Blake of Alexandria, Virginia have learned that these breakpoint discounts can add up to significant
savings. “When I saw NASD’s advertisement last fall in The Wall Street Journal and The Washington Post,
I thought the breakpoint discount might apply to my own fund purchases. The Investor Alert section of
the NASD Web site provided me with all the information I needed to receive a breakpoint discount.”
Susan Blake, Investor

EXAMINATIONS FOR CAUSE
3,384

2003
2002
2001

2,100
1,841
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MARKET TRANSPARENCY
Transparency in pricing is one of the
main principles that support a healthy
and efficient marketplace. At NASD,
we have made market transparency a
cornerstone of our mission to promote
complete disclosure across the financial
services industry.
In 2002, NASD introduced a revolutionary
new system that brings transparency to
the corporate bond market – the Trade

Reporting and Compliance Engine
(TRACE). In 2003, the number of
corporate bonds reported to the public
through TRACE increased nearly tenfold –
from 550 to 4,650. This represents

approximately 68 percent of the investmentgrade corporate bond market volume. In
2004, virtually 100 percent of corporate
bonds traded – more than 23,000 – will
be reported to the public immediately.
There are powerful trends moving retail
investors into corporate bonds – once the
exclusive preserve of institutional investors.
TRACE information represents a great leap
forward, opening a window onto the
formerly opaque corporate debt market
that investors and regulators have never
seen before.

In addition to giving investors benchmark
pricing in this market, TRACE data shows
regulators that retail investors are active
participants in the corporate bond market
at every level of credit quality. The data
also reveals that approximately 65 percent
of corporate bond trades are being
made in retail-sized purchases of less
than $100,000.
As greater numbers of retail investors
move into corporate debt the importance
of TRACE will only grow.

Information is the oxygen
of the modern age.
— RONALD REAGAN
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Warren Buffett quotation reprinted with permission.
Ronald Reagan, Guardian (London, June 14, 1989).
Benjamin Franklin, Poor Richard in The Home Book of Quotations,
ed. Burton Stevenson, 10th ed., p.1054 (1967).
Potter Stewart, Time, October 20, 1958.
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